
INGREDIENTS: Vibrant Blue Oils Emotion Balance Large 

Intestine Support blend contains a proprietary formulation 

of Ylang Ylang, Cedarwood, Frankincense, Rose, Elemi, Cin-

namon, Cypress, Sandalwood, Helichrysum italicum, Myrtle, 

Hyssop, Myrrh and Peppermint in a base of fractionated co-

conut oil.  

PRODUCT TIPS: 

• Assist in adding balance and control to our lives 

• Motivate us to move forward assisting with transitions or 

changing course in life 

• Ease the feelings of loss.   

Supporting Control Issues

BENEFITS:  Assists in releasing past hurts and stuck or hidden negative 

emotions.  Adds balance and control, helping us move through transitions 

or changes in life course. 

INDICATIONS:   The large intestine lets go of things that don’t serve us.  

Physically, it lets go of waste after our upper digestive system has taken all 

the necessary nutrients out of the food we eat.  Emotionally, it allows us to 

let go of patterns of negative thinking, destructive emotions, and spiritual 

blockages that prevent us from being our best.   

Compromised large intestine energy presents as having a hard time moving 

on from difficult situations, or holding onto emotions that harm or fail to 

serve us.  This holding on can manifest as an unwillingness to share emo-

tions or be open with others – the phenomenon of “bottling up” emotions 

for years very often leads to chronic constipation. 

Vibrant Blue Oils Emotion Support Large Intestine blend eases the feelings 

of loss, heals emotions, creates a feeling of security, and is grounding. It 

motivates us to move forward, assists with transitions or changing course in 

life, eases the feelings of loss, heals emotions, creates a feeling of security, 

and is grounding. 

HOW TO USE: Apply 2- 3 drops 

over the large intestine, around the 
ears or on the bottom of the feet.   

WHEN TO USE:  To assist when 

emotionally stuck, apply 2- 3 times 
daily or as needed.   

AFFIRMATION:  I release myself from any patterns that no longer 

serve me and welcome positive new changes into my life. 


